ABSTRACT Fat pads dynamically regulate energy storage capacity under energy excess and deficit. This remodeling process is not completely understood, with controversies regarding differences between fat depots and plasticity of adipose cell number. We examined changes of mouse adipose cell-size distributions in epididymal, inguinal, retroperitoneal, and mesenteric fat under both weight gain and loss. With mathematical modeling, we specifically analyzed the recruitment, growth/shrinkage, and loss of adipose cells, including the size dependence of these processes. We found a qualitatively universal adipose tissue remodeling process in all four fat depots: 1), There is continuous recruitment of new cells under weight gain; 2), the growth and shrinkage of larger cells (diameter >50 mm) is proportional to cell surface area; and 3), cell loss occurs under prolonged weight gain, with larger cells more susceptible. The mathematical model gives a predictive integrative picture of adipose tissue remodeling in obesity.
INTRODUCTION
Fat mass change results from an energy imbalance between food intake and energy expenditure. Adipose tissue plays the critical role of buffering most of the excess or deficit of energy. However, we still lack a comprehensive understanding about changes of adipose tissues under various conditions such as diet, exercise, and aging (1) . The role of plasticity of adipose cell number has been emphasized as a response to energy availability (2) , whereas other studies have suggested that the adipose cell number is fixed after a growth period (3, 4) . Together with cell recruitment, another factor in cell number change is cell loss. In prolonged obesity, hypoxia in adipose tissues induces macrophage infiltration and finally cell death (5) . Under weight loss, on the other hand, cell death has been proposed to reduce energy storage capacity, together with shrinking cell-size due to net lipolysis (6, 7) . If cell death can occur under these different conditions, it is of particular interest to ascertain the cell-size dependence of cell death. In addition to the number plasticity of adipose cells, recent studies have further emphasized the structural and functional differences of the visceral and subcutaneous fat depots (8) (9) (10) . Fat depot-related differences in gene expression have also been reported (11) (12) (13) (14) .
Fat mass gain and loss require a remodeling of adipose tissue. The cellular scale processes underlying this remodeling cannot be ascertained from macroscopic measurements such as body weight and fat mass. Microscopic details in adipose tissue remodeling have been examined by estimating mean cell-size and total cell number. These measurements cannot precisely address the relative contribution of hypertrophy (cell-size increase) and hyperplasia (cell number increase), and the plasticity of adipose cell number in adults, because mean cell-size may not be an accurate representation of the state of adipose tissue inasmuch as adipose cell-size distributions are not unimodal (15) (16) (17) . Furthermore, total cell number is estimated as fat mass divided by the average mass of single adipose cells. An estimate of average cell mass is readily obtained from microscopic cell size distributions. An inaccurate average cell mass can lead to a large error in the estimate of total cell number. In addition to these limitations, intrinsic variations between individuals make it difficult to understand the response of adipose tissues to various conditions. Our recent study combining precise adipose cell-size measurement with mathematical modeling has suggested a new method to examine adipose tissue growth (18) . Our analysis quantitatively elucidated the contributions of cell recruitment, growth/shrinkage, and loss, to observed changes of cellsize distributions. Each contribution corresponds to biological processes such as differentiation of adipose precursor cells, lipogenesis, and lipolysis in mature adipose cells, and cell death in adipose tissue remodeling under weight gain or loss.
In this study, we examine changes of mouse adipose cellsize distributions in intraabdominal epididymal, retroperitoneal, and mesenteric fat as well as subcutaneous inguinal fat under a diet change that leads to weight loss, as well as one that leads to weight gain. This is the first, to our knowledge, comprehensive set of measurements of adipose cell-size distributions from multiple fat depots during conditions of both weight gain and loss. We found no fundamental qualitative differences between fat depots in their response to diet changes. Recruitment of new cells and the size-dependence of growth/shrinkage rates are qualitatively the same in different fat depots. Furthermore, we found size-dependent cell loss under a prolonged high-fat diet and under a diet switch from a high-fat to normal diet in all fat depots.
METHODS

Experiment
As previously described in Guo et al. (19) , seventy-one C57BL/6 mice (male, three months old, and weight 26 5 1 g) were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME) and housed individually on a controlled 12-h light/dark cycle with [21] [22] C temperature. All mice were fed an ad libitum standard regular NIH-07 diet (Zeigler Brothers, Gardners, PA), containing 3.79 kcal/g (12% calories from fat, 64% from carbohydrates, and 24% from protein) for two weeks as an adaptation period.
Six mice were euthanized to collect fat pads for baseline measurements. The remaining mice were then randomly assigned to three weight-matched groups:
1. Normal diet group (n ¼ 18) continued on the regular diet. 2. High-fat diet group (n ¼ 24) were fed a high-fat diet, F3282 (Bio-Serv, Frenchtown, NJ), containing 5.45 kcal/g (59% fat, 27% carbohydrate, and 14% protein). 3. Ensure diet group (n ¼ 24) were fed the high-fat diet plus liquid Ensure (Abbott Laboratories, Kent, UK), which had an energy density of 1.06 kcal/ml (22% fat, 64% carbohydrate, and 14% protein).
One mouse in the Ensure diet group died during the experiment. Each group was fed with the corresponding diet for seven weeks. Then, six mice from each group were euthanized to collect fat pads. The remaining animals progressed with the assigned diets through an additional 12 weeks. Here six mice in the high-fat diet group and six mice in the Ensure diet group were switched to the regular diet to examine weight loss effect on fat tissue. After 19 weeks, we euthanized all animals and collected fat pads. All animals received free access to water and food throughout the study. All procedures were approved by the National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases' Animal Care and Use Committee.
Mathematical model
The physical status of a fat pad can be described by the size distribution n (s,t) of adipose cells within the fat pad at a given time t. Here, the size s stands for cell diameter. We developed a mathematical model that can describe the change of adipose cell-size distributions under normal and high-fat diets (18) . In particular, the model can describe how many new cells are recruited; how cells grow/shrink depending on their size; and how cells fluctuate their size due to lipid turnover. Here we add one additional term: how cells are removed by cell death depending on their size.
Weight gain
The dynamics of mature adipose cells can be described by a partial differential equation:
First, the recruitment of new cells occurs from differentiation of precursor cells with a constant birth rate b. The postulate of constant fatcell maturation is enough to describe changes in adipose cell-size distributions because the change in the birth rate is negligible for the time period of this study (18) . Note that we assume that newly matured fat cells appear only at a minimal cell size s 0 of mature cells because precursor cells are smaller than mature fat cells accumulating lipids (20) . This is mathematically described by a Kronecker delta function d(s À s 0 ).
Second, adipose cells grow via lipogenesis, which may depend on cellsize. After maturation of adipose cells to a specific size, they may be capable of fat accumulation. This assumption is necessary to explain bimodal adipose cell-size distributions (18) . The peak at small cell size results from an accumulation of small adipose cells that are not fully mature and therefore unable to increase their size by lipid absorption. In addition to this limiting growth rate of small adipose cells, there may be also an upper growth limit because large adipose cells cannot grow indefinitely. The rise and fall of cell-growth rate depending on cell-size can be described with the general functional form of a product of two sigmoidal functions,
where v m represents the maximal growth rate; s l and s u are the lower and upper critical sizes, respectively, which give the half-maximal growth rate; and h l and h u give their steepness. Note that we introduced another dimensionless parameter D to consider basal growth rate of large adipose cells, which is different from our previous model using a fixed D ¼ 1 in Jo et al. (18) . Third, size fluctuation of adipose cells by lipid turnover is considered. For simplicity, the corresponding parameter D is assumed as constant. Finally, to allow for a decrease in total cell number under prolonged high-fat diet, we introduce cell death depending on cell-size. Cell death is not necessary to explain adipose tissue remodeling under a short-term high-fat diet in which total cell number does not decrease (18) . This term only switches on when (volume-weighted) average cell-size s exceeds a certain critical size sc as described by the Heaviside step function Hðs À scÞ. Under high-fat diet, it has been reported that larger adipose cells are more susceptible to cell death (21, 22) . Therefore, we represent the sizedependent death rate as the following sigmoidal function,
where k m is the maximal death rate; s k is the characteristic size giving halfmaximal death rate; and h k is the steepness of size dependence. As an alternative model, we also consider a size-independent death rate k(s)¼k m .
Weight loss
In contrast to weight gain, additional fat-storing capacity is not required under the condition of weight loss; thus, there is no requirement for recruitment of new cells. Rather, net lipolysis occurs and adipose cells shrink their size. In addition, we assumed that cell death of enlarged adipose cells become negligible under this shrinkage of cells. However, cell-size fluctuation by lipid turnover may still remain. Summarizing all these changes, the model under weight loss is
Note that the sign in front of v(s) is the opposite of the sign in Eq. 1 to model shrinkage by lipolysis instead of growth by lipogenesis.
To explain the decrease of total cell number specifically at small adipose cells under weight loss, cell death of small adipose cells with a simpler sizedependent shrinkage rate gives another possibility as an alternative model:
For the size dependence of cell shrinkage, we assume that large cells shrink faster than small cells,
where again v m is the maximal shrinkage rate; s v is the characteristic size giving half-maximal shrinkage rate; and h v is the steepness of the size
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dependence. In addition, we assume that cell death starts to occur immediately after diet switch to decrease fat-storing capacity. Therefore, a Heaviside function is not included here, differently from the conditional cell death in Eq. 1 under prolonged weight gain. The preferential cell death of small cells is described by a sigmoidal function,
where k m is the maximal death rate; s k is the characteristic size giving halfmaximal death rate; and h k is the steepness of size dependence. Note the distinction between size-dependent cell death in Eqs. 3 and 7: greater susceptibility of cell death of larger cells under prolonged weight gain versus greater susceptibility of cell death of smaller cells under weight loss.
Simulation
For a given set of model parameters, the model describes the evolution of adipose cell-size distribution from an initial distribution n(s, t 0 ) at time t 0 to a final distribution n(s,t f ) at time t f. We could measure only the final cell-size distribution after tissue dissection of a mouse. To obtain absolute frequencies from relative cell-size frequencies measured by our method (see the Supporting Material), we calibrated them using fat pad mass. This calibration is straightforward for the final cell-size distribution because we measured fat pad mass and corresponding relative cell-size frequencies after tissue dissection. However, we need to estimate initial fat-pad mass and initial relative cell-size frequencies of the mouse killed at the final time point. First, initial fat-pad mass could be estimated from initial body fat mass measured noninvasively every week using the linear relationship between fat-pad mass and body fat mass (see Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material).
Second, the initial relative cell-size frequencies were guessed from the relative cell-size frequencies of other mice (n ¼ 6) killed at the initial time point. We used all six initial relative cell-size frequencies; they looked similar as shown with their average and standard error in Fig. S2 . Then, as an initial distribution, we selected the one that evolved to a final distribution that most closely matched the measured final distribution; this was judged by Bayesian model comparison (described in the Supporting Material) between the six initial distributions.
Data analysis
We presented data as mean 5 SE, except where otherwise specified. For statistical comparison, we used nonpaired and paired two-tailed Student's t -test for all results given with P-values.
RESULTS
Growth and shrinkage of adipose tissues under weight gain and loss C57BL/6 mice were fed a normal chow or high-fat diet for an initial seven-week period, as previously described in Guo et al. (19) . To examine the effect of weight gain and loss on adipose tissues, two diet strategies for the following 12 weeks were used: continued high-fat diet and switch to normal diet. The continued high-fat diet increased body fat mass, although the rate of increase was attenuated ( Fig. 1 A) , whereas the switch to normal diet decreased body fat mass (Fig. 1 B) . In addition, we observed corresponding mass changes of four fat depots: epididymal, inguinal, retroperitoneal, and mesenteric fat (Fig. 1 C) . Most fat depots showed consistent changes with body fat FIGURE 1 Mass changes of body fat and fat depots under weight gain and loss. After twoweek adaptation with normal diet, (A) six mice were fed with a high-fat diet for 19 weeks, and (B) six mice were fed a high-fat diet for the first seven weeks followed by a normal diet during the last 12 weeks. Each symbol represents an individual mouse. The dotted line gives the body fat mass change under 19-week normal diet (n ¼ 6). (C) Fat pad mass changes (n ¼ 6) in epididymal, inguinal, retroperitoneal, and mesenteric fat under given diet: fat pad mass of initial three-month-old, male, C57BL/6 mice (control), after 7-week normal diet (7wN), 7-week high-fat diet (7wHF), 19-week normal diet (19wN), 19-week high-fat diet (19wHF), 7-week high-fat diet plus 12-week normal diet (7wHFþ12wN). *P < 0.05 and **P < 0.01.
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mass under weight gain and loss. One exception was the decrease of epididymal fat mass from week 7 to 19 despite the continuous high-fat diet, which has also been observed in another study (23) .
Changes of adipose cell-size distributions under weight gain and loss
To explore tissue-mass changes in terms of adipose cell-size change and/or cell-number change, we measured sizes of adipose cells (diameter > 25 mm) and obtained their cellsize probability distributions in each fat depot at week 7 and week 19 (Fig. S2, A and B) . Based on the cell-size distributions, we calculated the volume-weighted mean cell-size (hypertrophy index), and estimated the total cell number (hyperplasia index) using the mass of the dissected fat pads (Fig. S2 C) . Note that we used the volume-weighted mean size rather than the usual number-weighted mean size as the essential adipose tissue function of fat storage is proportional to cell volume. This representation showed that epididymal fat initially has larger adipose cells than inguinal fat (75 5 4 vs. 59 5 10 mm, P ¼ 0.003), whereas the inguinal fat has more adipose cells than epididymal fat (7.8 5 2.9 vs. 4.1 5 1.0 Â 10 6 cells, P ¼ 0.014). During the initial seven-week high-fat diet, both adipose cell-size and cell number increased in every fat depot (Table 1) . Mean cell-size continued to increase during the additional 12-week high-fat diet. Surprisingly, however, total cell number decreased during the prolonged high-fat diet in all fat depots (Table 1) . Therefore, although every fat depot showed similar behaviors of increasing cell-size and decreasing cell number under the prolonged high-fat diet, the relative balance between hypertrophy and hyperplasia determined the phenotype of tissue mass. Compared with the other fat depots, a smaller increase of cell-size and a larger decrease of cell number resulted in the peculiar decrease of epididymal fat mass even under continued highfat diet. On the other hand, under the weight loss conditions with the diet switch from high-fat to normal, mean cell-size did not change much during the 12-week normal diet, whereas total cell number decreased in all four fat depots ( Table 1) .
Dynamics of adipose tissue growth under short-term high-fat diet
The cross-sectional snapshots of adipose cell-size distributions resulted from dynamical processes such as recruitment of new cells, and growth and death of existing cells. When fat storage capacity increases to store excess energy, adipose precursor cells mature, and mature adipose cells grow and store the excess energy as schematically illustrated in Fig. 2 . On the other hand, adipose cells shrink to release fat during periods of energy scarcity. The growth and shrinkage rates of adipose cells, in general, may depend on cell-size (18) . Given initial and final cell-size distributions after seven weeks of high-fat diet, we applied the mathematical model to infer size-dependent adipose cell growth rates that can explain the changes of cell-size distributions (Fig. 3, A and B) . Large adipose cells grow faster; for a given time interval, the diameter change of larger adipose cells was bigger than that of smaller adipose cells. However, above a certain critical size, the growth rate attenuated and finally became constant, suggesting that medium-sized adipose cells show the greatest ability to increase their size. The growth rate of large adipose cells (diameter > 50 mm) increased under high-fat diet, compared with normal diet (Fig. 3, A Using the Bayesian expectation values of the model parameters (recruitment and growth rates), the mathematical model reconstructed changes of adipose cell-size distributions under both normal and high-fat diet (Fig. 3, C  and D) . The evolution of cell-size distributions in retroperitoneal and mesenteric fat is similar to those of epididymal and inguinal fat, respectively (Fig. S3) . The model can be used to obtain time trajectories of adipose tissue mass, volume-weighted mean cell-size, and total cell number from the predicted changes of adipose cell-size distributions (Fig. 3, E and F) . The results show that under high-fat diet, hypertrophy of adipose cells is enhanced only in epididymal and retroperitoneal fat (see also Fig. S3 ). The model could also explain the changes of adipose cell-size distribution under the high-fat diet plus liquid Ensure (19) , instead of the high-fat diet alone. The results were the same as those of the high-fat diet alone (Table S1 ), demonstrating that our conclusions did not result from a specific high-fat diet.
Cell loss in adipose tissues under long-term high-fat diet
Under a prolonged high-fat diet (19 weeks), fat tissues finally started to show a decrease in total cell number. Although only epididymal fat showed a failure in storing the excess energy in terms of tissue mass (Fig. 1 C) , total cell number decreased in all four fat depots during the additional 12 weeks of high-fat diet, compared with cell number at week 7 (Table 1) . Cell death may explain the decrease of total cell number, as suggested by hypoxia (5) and macrophage infiltration (23) under long-term high-fat diet. Therefore, we examined the timing and cell-size dependence of cell death in the model. First, we assumed that hypertrophy of adipose cells may initiate cell death: When volume-weighted mean cell-size reaches a certain critical size s c , cell death starts to occur (see Eq. 1). We then ascertained the critical size that could optimally explain changes of adipose cell-size distribution under a long-term high-fat diet. The critical size is a little smaller in inguinal fat compared with epididymal fat (106 5 4 vs. 126 5 3 mm, P < 0.0001; Table S1 ). Second, we examined two possible size dependences of cell death: Larger cells more susceptible to cell death (Model 1) or size-independent cell death (Model 2).
Both of these models could explain the changes of adipose cell-size distributions from week 7 to week 19. From this analysis, we deduced the growth and death rates for both models (Fig. 4, A and B) .
In Model 1, the death rates above basal death rates of small adipose cells are approximately proportional to the square of cell diameter (1.8 for epididymal and 2.0 for inguinal fat) of cell diameter. We infer that the death rate is proportional to cell surface area. The models, incorporating these size-dependent properties of growth and death, described the changes of adipose cell-size distributions from week 7 to 19 completely (Fig. 4, C and D) . Although the evolution pattern of cell-size distribution in the two models looked similar, the corresponding time trajectories of tissue mass, mean cell-size, and total cell number are different (Fig. 4, E and F) .
In Model 2, cell death started to occur later (17 weeks of high-fat diet; Fig. 4, E and F) , which is inconsistent with results (week 12) reported by Strissel et al. (23) . Bayesian model comparison quantifying a model's probability for the given data also favors Model 1 (Table S2 ). Based on Model 1, the growth rate under long-term high-fat diet did not change from short-term high-fat diet (Fig. 3, A and B  vs. Fig. 4, A and B) . On the other hand, the recruitment rate decreased under this long-term high-fat diet (from 13.1 5 2.4 to 6.3 5 3.1 Â 10 5 cells/week (P ¼ 0.002) for epididydimal fat in Table S1 A; and from 17. Table S1 B) . Therefore, the combined effects of cell death and attenuated recruitment of new adipose cells under long-term high-fat diet resulted in a decrease of total cell number and tissue mass. These results were qualitatively the same in retroperitoneal and mesenteric fat ( Fig. S4 ; Table S2 , C and D). On the other hand, under energy deficit, the energy storage shrinks to release fat and adipose cells get smaller through lipolysis. Ultimately, the shrunken cells may exist as precursor cells after dedifferentiation, or they may be actively removed by cell death to reduce the unnecessary energy store capacity under weight loss conditions. The mathematical model considers these possibilities, and size dependences (arrow thickness) of cell growth/shrinkage and death. Although the schematic diagram shows three size categories such as small, medium, and large cells, the model treats cell-size as a continuous variable.
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Shrinkage of adipose tissues under diet switch from high-fat to normal When the diet was switched to normal from high-fat after week 7, mice lost fat mass (Fig. 1 B) . As mentioned previously, the decrease of total cell number (diameter > 25 mm) mainly accounted for the weight loss, along with a small decrease of adipose cell-size (Table 1) . Therefore, we checked if size-dependent shrinkage of adipose cells could explain the changes of cell-size distributions under this weight loss condition (Model 1). Here, recruitment of new cells was neglected because additional energy-storage capacity is not necessary for this condition of negative energy balance. As for the growth rate of adipose cells under normal diet (Fig. 3, A and B) , medium-sized cells showed a higher shrinkage rate than larger cells, and the shrinkage rate was independent of size for cells larger than 100-mm diameter (Fig. 5, A and B) . Note that the size dependence is qualitatively the same as that of growth rate under normal diet (Fig. 3, A and B) except for the sign; a negative sign of growth is interpreted as shrinkage ( Eqs. 1 and 4) .
After the 12 weeks of normal diet, therefore, extensive shrinkage of small and medium-sized cells resulted in the final adipose cell-size distributions (Fig. 5, C and D) . Particularly in epididymal fat, a bump, which was absent in the initial cell-size distributions, clearly appeared in the final cell-size distributions with the significant loss of small adipose cells. Here, the decrease of total cell number (of diameter > 25 mm) represented removal of shrunken cells below the lower size window of 25 mm. The decrease of total adipose cell number predominantly at small cells could also be explained by cell death of small cells (Model 2). With the assumptions that larger cells shrink faster and smaller cells are more susceptible to cell death (Fig. 5, A and B) , we could also fully describe the changes of adipose cell-size distribution under weight loss (Fig. 5, C and D) . Time trajectories of tissue mass, mean cell-size, and total cell number from both models were similar between two models (Fig. 5, E and F) . However, Bayesian model comparison favors Model 1 excluding cell death of small cells (Table S3) . Again, these results were qualitatively the same in retroperitoneal and mesenteric fat (Fig. S5) .
DISCUSSION
We developed a general model to describe changes of adipose cell-size distribution in various fat depots under various diet conditions, and examined adipose tissue remodeling under weight gain and loss. Considering the limited studies about size dependence of cell growth (24) , its deduction from changes of cell-size distributions is a significant finding. With regard to the size dependence of the growth rate of adipose cells, large cells grow faster than small cells in terms of diameter change. However, larger adipose cells above a certain critical size (50 mm diameter) show a sizeindependent growth rate, implying that their growth rate is proportional to their surface area. This also applies to the shrinkage rate of adipose cells under negative energy balance. Therefore, the larger adipose cells show the same diameter changes independent of their size with absorbing/ releasing fat proportional to their cell surface area. This characteristic makes larger adipose cells inefficient at storing and releasing fat because the lipogenesis and lipolysis rate per unit volume decreases inversely with cell diameter, although larger adipose cells can still absorb/release a greater amount of fat per cell. In other words, many small adipose cells can absorb/release more fat than few large adipose cells for a given total adipose tissue volume. In addition, the enhanced growth rate of larger adipose cells under high-fat diet compared with normal diet may be related to extracellular matrix remodeling, which can increase flexibility of adipose cell hypertrophy (25) .
We found that the decrease of total adipose cell number under 19 weeks of high-fat diet was due to cell loss of mainly large adipose cells along with attenuated recruitment of new adipose cells. In obesity, cell death at large adipose cells has been suggested as due to macrophage infiltration (21, 23) and the fragility of enlarged adipose cells (22) . In addition, the death of large adipose cells has been proposed to result from necrosis (26, 27) . On the other hand, under weight loss conditions, total adipose cell number also decreased. We could explain the corresponding changes of adipose cell-size distribution with size-dependent shrinkage of adipose cells. Therefore, the decrease of total cell number (diameter > 25 mm) can be interpreted simply as removal of shrunken cells which escape below the lower measurement window threshold of 25 mm. An electron microscope study has observed deflated adipose cells which decreased their volume with lipid depletion but retained membrane surface under prolonged caloric deprivation (28) . When fat storage capacity is required to increase again, they can reappear within the size window. However, we could also explain the changes of adipose cell-size distributions under weight loss with cell death of small adipose cells, although this is less likely according to our Bayesian model comparison than the size-dependent shrinkage model. Considering the positive roles of apoptosis (29) , it may contribute to an active decrease in lipid storage together with the size decrease of adipose cells by lipolysis under negative energy balance condition. Although the size dependence of cell death under weight loss has not been studied, apoptosis of preadipocytes has been reported (30) . Note that cell death excludes the possibility of recycling of adipose cells.
Controversy still exists regarding the role of plasticity of adipose cell number in energy excess and scarcity (2) (3) (4) 31) . Although the controversy may result from experimental differences of species, fat depots, and age of animals, part of the reason may be simply that it is difficult to measure total cell number. In our study, we analyzed changes of cell-size distributions themselves in addition to the integrated information encompassed by total cell number. Our results support the plasticity of adipose cell number: Adipose tissues appear to recruit new cells to enlarge energy storage capacity under energy excess conditions. However, we cannot definitively conclude that adipose cell number decreases under energy scarcity conditions because we could not measure all the small adipose cells below 25 mm diameter. Although we observed that total adipose cell number (diameter > 25 mm) decreased under weight loss, the shrunken adipose cells that release fat may continue to exist as unobserved cells below the size limit of diameter (25 mm).
Prolonged positive energy balance led to cell loss in epididymal fat that was so severe that the depot mass decreased despite ongoing increase of cell-size. This simultaneous cell loss along with hypertrophy was consistently found in all fat depots. Thus, adipose tissue remodeling can have the consequence of limiting body fat storage with whole-body effects on energy partitioning and metabolism. We have recently observed that as adult male C57BL/ 6 mice gain weight on prolonged high-fat diet, an increasing proportion of the weight gain is deposited as fat-free mass (32) . We can now offer a mechanistic interpretation of this observation in the context of adipose tissue remodeling. During prolonged positive energy balance, the body fat storage capacity may become limited as large adipose cells are preferentially lost and recruitment of new adipose cells is attenuated. Then the surplus energy must be repartitioned toward deposition of fat-free mass and whole-body fat utilization increases to dispose of the fat that would have otherwise been stored in adipose tissue.
Structural and functional differences among fat depots, as well as differences in gene expression, have been highlighted (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) . It has been suggested that the different characteristics of respective fat depots are due to location (33) and an intrinsic difference in adipocytes (8, 34) . In addition, Joe et al. (31) reported that visceral (perigonadal) and subcutaneous (inguinal) fat responded differently to a high-fat diet: The former grows mostly by hypertrophy, whereas the latter grows by hyperplasia, proposing an explanation for different metabolic consequences of visceral fat expansion versus subcutaneous fat expansion. However, we found that the remodeling processes of adipose tissues during diet changes are qualitatively the same in every fat depot, although detailed quantitative changes of tissue mass and adipose cell-size distribution look different in different fat depots.
Here it is of interest that mesenteric fat was similar to subcutaneous inguinal fat, and was different from other intraabdominal epididymal and retroperitoneal fat. This is consistent with a report observing that human preadipocytes from mesenteric fat have similar genome-wide expression profiles (genes involved in lipid metabolism and development) compared to those from subcutaneous fat (34) . The phenotypic differences between fat depots originated from initial differences (cell-size and number) before diet interventions and small quantitative differences of remodeling, rather than fundamental functional differences of response to diet among fat depots, because their recruitment rates of new cells and size-dependent growth/shrinkage and death rates were qualitatively the same.
The mathematical model allowed us to understand adipose tissue remodeling under various dietary conditions in terms of recruitment, growth/shrinkage, and death of adipose cells, which are not easily feasible to measure in experiment. However, it remains to incorporate energy metabolism ultimately in the model so that recruitment, growth/shrinkage, and death rates dynamically vary depending on the status of energy availability or scarcity. Such Biophysical Journal 99(11) 3535-3544 a complete model, that does not need to treat weight gain and loss conditions separately, would predict the adaptation of fat tissue (energy buffering system) for varying diet conditions. An interesting example of dynamic changes of adipose tissue under changes in energy environment may be the cyclical weight gain and loss of hibernators (35) .
SUPPORTING MATERIAL
Additional methods, six tables, and five figures are available at http://www. biophysj.org/biophysj/supplemental/S0006-3495(10)01257-9.
